Object identity determines trans-saccadic integration
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Humans make two to four rapid eye movements (saccades) per second, which, surprisingly, does not lead to abrupt changes in vision. To the contrary, we perceive a stable world. Hence, an important question is how information is integrated across saccades. To investigate this question, we used the sequential metacontrast paradigm (SQM), where two expanding streams of lines are presented. When one line is spatially offset, the other lines are perceived as being offset, too. When more lines are offset, all offsets integrate mandatorily; that is, observers cannot report the individual offsets but perceive one integrated offset. Here, we asked observers to make a saccade during the SQM. Even though the saccades caused a highly disrupted motion trajectory on the retina, offsets presented before and after the saccade integrated mandatorily. When observers made no saccade and the streams were displaced on the screen so that a similarly disrupted retinal image occurred as in the previous condition, no integration occurred. We suggest that trans-saccadic integration and perception are determined by object identity in spatiotopic coordinates and not by the retinal image.

Introduction

The early visual system is organized retinotopically; that is, neighboring points in the environment are projected to neighboring points on the retina, and this topological organization is preserved through early visual areas (e.g., Engel, Glover, & Wandell, 1997). Humans make two to four rapid eye movements (saccades) per second to bring the most interesting aspects of a visual scene onto the fovea, where resolution is highest. A straightforward question is how information from several saccades is integrated into a stable representation and how the effects of the saccades are discounted (for reviews, see Bridgeman, 2011; Melcher, 2011; Melcher & Morrone, 2015; Wurtz, 2008).

According to early theories of trans-saccadic integration, the nervous system compensates for the effects of eye movements by relocating retinal inputs using an efference copy (von Helmholtz, 1896). In stark contrast to these theories, it was proposed that no integration across saccades takes place at all and that vision starts anew with each saccade (Bridgeman & Mayer, 1983; Rayner & Pollatsek, 1983). For example, even large changes within an image go unnoticed when they occur during a saccade (Bridgeman & Mayer, 1983). Likewise, participants experience difficulties fusing pre-saccadic and post-saccadic items even when they belong to the same meaningful configuration (Irwin, 1991; Jonides, Irwin, & Yantis, 1983); however, more recent findings have shown evidence for trans-saccadic transfer of information (Demeyer, De Graef, Wagemans, & Verfaillie, 2010; Fornaciari, Binda, & Cicchini, 2018; Harrison & Bex, 2014; Melcher, 2005; Melcher, 2007; Melcher & Morrone, 2003; Paeye, Collins, & Cavanagh, 2017; Stewart & Schütz, 2018; Wittenberg, Bremmer, & Wachtler, 2008; Wolfe & Whitney, 2015; Zimmermann, Burr, & Morrone, 2011). It has even been shown that trans-saccadic integration is optimal or near-optimal; that is, pre- and post-saccadic information is weighted according to

its reliability and integrated in a statistically optimal way (Ganmor, Landy, & Simoncelli, 2015; Hübner & Schütz, 2017; Wijdenes, Marshall, & Bays, 2015; Wolf & Schütz, 2015). It has been proposed that information transfer across saccades occurs to establish object correspondence and maintain perceptual stability (Deubel, Schneider, & Bridgeman, 1996; Poth, Herwig, & Schneider, 2015; Tas, Moore, & Hollingworth, 2012; Tas, Moore, & Hollingworth, 2014). Obviously, information survives saccades, and there must be trans-saccadic integration, updating, or similar mechanisms because otherwise we would never be able to perceive smooth motion trajectories of objects when we make a saccade.

In most trans-saccadic studies, the objects are static, and object continuity is the assumption. What happens if the object is also moving? Look at a moving car and move your eyes. A smooth motion trajectory is perceived even though on the retina the smoothness of the trajectory is strongly disrupted by the saccade. The pre-saccadic and post-saccadic retinal images are at very different locations. Experimentally, studies have found spatiotopic integration of motion and apparent motion across a saccade (Fabius, Fracasso, & Van der Stigchel, 2016; Fracasso, Caramazza, & Melcher, 2010; Szinte & Cavanagh, 2011; Zimmermann, Morrone, & Binda, 2018). In particular, Melcher (2008) found trans-saccadic transfer of a tilt adaptation after-effect when pre- and post-saccadic locations were linked by a continuously moving object.

Using the sequential metacontrast paradigm (SQM) (Otto, Ögmen, & Herzog, 2006; Otto, Ögmen, & Herzog, 2009), we recently showed that features integrate mandatorily and unconsciously within a window of integration that can last for up to 450 ms, depending on observer (Drissi-Daoudi, Doerig, & Herzog, 2019). Here, we show that this unconscious, mandatory integration cannot be disrupted by a saccade in line with trans-saccadic integration to maintain object identity across eye movements.

In the SQM, a central line is followed by pairs of flanking lines (Figure 1). A percept of two moving streams diverging from the center is elicited. The central line is invisible because it is masked by the following lines. Surprisingly, if the central line is given a spatial offset (i.e., vernier, where the lower segment of the line is offset either to the right or to the left), the offset is perceived at the aligned flanking lines (Figure 1, vernier condition [V]). If, in addition, a line in the stream is offset, the two offsets integrate. When the offsets are in opposite directions, they cancel each other (Figure 1, vernier–anti-vernier condition [V-AV]).
they are in the same direction, they add up (Figure 1, vernier–pro-vernier condition [V-PV]).

Here, we manipulated two independent variables, eye movements (fixation or saccade) and smoothness/continuity of object motion (retinotopically or spatiotopically smooth) in four different conditions. The fixation condition (Figure 2a, left) was similar to the classic SQM. Observers kept their eyes fixated on a fixation dot, and the SQM moved smoothly. Keeping the eyes steady created a smooth, continuous motion in both spatiotopic and retinotopic reference frames. In the second fixation condition, the jump condition (Figure 2a, right), the eyes were steady on the fixation point while the SQM halfway jumped upward, producing a displacement on the retina similar to the one caused by a vertical saccade. In this case, a discontinuous motion occurs both in spatiotopic and retinotopic coordinates. In two conditions, observers performed a saccade between the presentation of the central vernier and the flank vernier offsets (spatiotopic and retinotopic conditions) (Figure 2a, middle columns). In the spatiotopic condition, the SQM was displayed as in the fixation condition (i.e., in the center of the screen during the entire trial). Hence, the stimulus had a smooth motion in a spatiotopic reference frame but discontinuous motion in a retinotopic reference frame. In the retinotopic condition, the SQM was displaced when the saccade was detected in order to cancel the retinal displacement induced by the eye movement. In this case, the stimulus had a smooth and discontinuous motion in the retinotopic and spatiotopic reference frames, respectively.

We considered three hypotheses. According to the first two hypotheses, integration occurs based on object identity (i.e., smooth continuous motion) either in spatiotopic or in retinotopic coordinates, respectively. According to the third hypothesis, vision starts anew after each saccade.

- **First hypothesis**—If object identity in external (spatiotopic) coordinates determines feature integration in the SQM, we expect integration when the stimulus is smooth in spatiotopic coordinates (i.e., in the spatiotopic condition and in the fixation condition). However, we do not expect integration when the stimulus is continuous in retinotopic coordinates (i.e., the retinotopic condition).
- **Second hypothesis**—If integration is determined by the integrity of the SQM on the retina (i.e., according to continuity/smoothness in retinotopic coordinates), we expect the opposite result because the SQM is not displaced on the retina in the retinotopic condition.
- **Third hypothesis**—If processing starts anew with each saccade, we expect no integration in either saccadic condition. The two offsets are perceived separately.

The jump condition serves as a control condition. Independent of the hypotheses, we expect no integration because the SQM is displaced on both the retina and the screen.

To anticipate our results, we first found that features integrate in the SQM across saccades in both spatiotopic and retinotopic coordinates (Experiment 1). Hence, in a second experiment, we tested whether the integration is mandatory in both coordinate frames—that is, whether observers can report the individual offsets. We found that integration is mandatory in the spatiotopic condition but not in the retinotopic condition (Experiment 2). Overall, we suggest that trans-saccadic integration is determined by object identity in spatiotopic coordinates.

**Methods**

**Observers**

Data were obtained from paid students recruited from the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) and one of the authors (LD-D, Experiment 1). Observers signed informed consents and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision as tested with the Freiburg visual acuity test (Bach, 1996). The experiments were undertaken with the permission of the local ethics committee and in accordance with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Eight observers took part in Experiment 1 (age, 21–29 years; four females). Six observers participated in Experiment 2 (age, 19–27 years; no females). Participants, except the author, were naïve to the specific purpose of the experiment.

**Power analysis**

The sequential metacontrast paradigm has been introduced in Otto et al. (2006), where Cohen’s $d \approx 2.0$. To achieve a power of 90%, a sample size of five observers is needed. Here, eight and six observers participated in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, respectively. The smallest effect size of a significant result in our experiments was 1.51 (Experiment 2: V-AV R[AV] compared to AV in the retinotopic condition). With a sample size of six observers, we achieved a power of 83.7%.

**Apparatus**

Stimuli were presented on a BenQ XL2540 LCD monitor (1920 × 1080 pixels, 240 Hz; BenQ, Taipei, Taiwan) using MATLAB (R2013a; MathWorks, Natick, MA) with Psychtoolbox (Brainard, 1997).
Figure 2. (a) In the fixation condition, participants fixated the fixation point displayed 1° above the center of the screen during the entire trial. The SQM was presented in the center of the screen. Here is shown the V-AV condition in which the central line and the fourth flanking line have equal contribution and are offset in opposite directions. In the spatiotopic condition, observers were instructed to make a saccade to the fixation point as soon as it was displaced. The SQM was displayed in the center of the screen; thus, there was no displacement in spatiotopic coordinates compared to the fixation condition, but there was retinal displacement. In the retinotopic condition, observers were instructed to make a saccade to the fixation point as soon as it was displaced. The SQM was first presented in the center of the screen and then displayed 1° below the new location of the fixation point after the saccade was detected; thus, the retinal stimulation was the same as in the fixation condition, but there was displacement in spatiotopic coordinates. In the jump condition, observers fixated the fixation point displayed 1° above the center of the screen during the entire trial. The SQM was first presented in the center of the screen. At 210 ms SOA, the sequence continued 1° above the fixation point; thus, the SQM was displaced in both spatiotopic and retinotopic coordinates compared to the fixation condition. Only the vernier–anti-vernier configuration is shown. (b) Time course of events with a sample eye position trace (pink line) in the spatiotopic and retinotopic conditions. Black rectangles indicate presentation of the individual lines of the SQM. The vernier and anti-vernier offsets are represented in blue and red, respectively. Dark gray rectangles indicate presentation of the fixation point. As described in the Methods section, only saccades made during the blank periods (light gray areas) were kept for analysis; that is, no saccade-induced motion smear occurred. Colors are for illustration purposes only; stimuli were white on a black background.
Participants were seated in a well-lit room 2.50 meters from the screen. Eye movements were recorded with an SMI iViewX HiSpeed 1250 eyetracker (SensoMotoric Instruments, Tetlow, Germany), which was set up for binocular mode at 500-Hz sampling frequency. The eyetracker was calibrated before each block. Stimulus luminance was 98 cd/m² as measured with a Minolta LS-100 luminance meter (Osaka, Japan), and background luminance on the screen was below 1 cd/m².

**Stimuli**

Stimuli were variations of the sequential metacontrast stimulus as introduced by Otto et al. (2006). The sequence started with a central line consisting of two vertical segments of 1200′′ (arcsec) length and separated by a vertical gap of 120′′. The central line was followed by 12 pairs of flanking lines presented one after the other farther away from the center (total stimulus duration, 840 ms). The length of the flanking lines was also 1200′′, separated by a vertical gap of 120′′. The horizontal distance between the central line and the first flanking lines, as well as between consecutive flanking lines, was 200′′. Each line was presented for 20 ms. The interstimulus interval (ISI) between the lines was 50 ms. A motion percept of two streams of lines diverging from the center was elicited. Observers attended to one of the streams. The central line and/or the fourth flanking line in the attended stream (280 ms after presentation of the central line) were offset; that is, the lower segment was offset either to the right or to the left with respect to the upper segment (vernier offset). Four configurations were presented: (1) vernier (V), where only the central line was offset; (2) anti-vernier (AV), where only the fourth flanking line was offset; (3) vernier–anti-vernier (V-AV), where the central line and the fourth flanking line were offset in opposite directions; and (4) vernier–pro-vernier (V-PV), where the central line and the fourth flanking line were offset in the same direction. A red fixation point (0.1° diameter) was presented throughout the trial. The intertrial interval was 1.5 seconds.

**Offset sizes**

Before the experiment proper, we calibrated the offsets for each participant to achieve comparable performances across observers and so that the central and the flanking lines offsets individually had the same contribution. We presented sequences with only the central or the flanking line offset. A parameter estimation by sequential testing (PEST) adaptive procedure (Taylor & Creelman, 1967) was used to determine the offset sizes necessary to yield around 75% to 80% dominance for the central offset and 20% to 25% dominance for the flanking line offset. The threshold of 75% to 80% allows detection of the effect of an additional offset. The offset sizes were determined with the fixation condition only and were kept the same in the other conditions.

**Conditions**

In all conditions, the fixation point was (initially) presented 1° above the center of the screen. There were four conditions (Figure 2a).

**Fixation condition**

The SQM started from the center of the screen and continued smoothly. Observers fixated the fixation point during the entire trial. The motion was smooth in both retinotopic and spatiotopic coordinates.

**Spatiotopic condition**

The fixation point disappeared 80 ms before stimulus onset and immediately reappeared 1° below the center of the screen. The SQM was presented in the center of the screen. Observers were instructed to make a saccade to the fixation point as soon as it was displaced. Thus, there was no displacement in spatiotopic coordinates compared to the fixation condition but there was a displacement in retinotopic coordinates.

**Retinotopic condition**

The fixation point disappeared 80 ms before stimulus onset and immediately reappeared 1° below the center of the screen. Observers were instructed to make a saccade to the fixation point as soon as it was displaced. The SQM was initially displayed in the center of the screen. When the saccade was detected, the rest of the sequence of the SQM was presented 1° below the fixation point. Thus, the retinal stimulation was the same as in the fixation condition, but there was a displacement in spatiotopic coordinates.

**Jump condition**

The SQM was presented in the center of the screen, and 210 ms after stimulus onset the rest of the sequence of the SQM was presented 1° above the fixation point. Observers fixated the fixation point during the entire trial. Thus, the SQM was displaced in both spatiotopic and retinotopic coordinates compared to the fixation condition.
Procedure

Observers were instructed to attend to one of the streams. Half of the participants attended to the left stream and the other half attended to the right stream. The task was to report the offset direction perceived in the attended stream by pressing one of two hand-held push buttons. Before each saccade condition, observers were trained to perform the saccade without offsets.

Experiment 1

The fixation, spatiotopic, retinotopic, and jump conditions were tested on 4 consecutive days, each condition on a separate day. For each condition, four blocks were completed (16 variants in total): (1) only the central line was offset (condition V); (2) only the flanking line in frame 4 in the attended stream was offset (condition AV); and (3 and 4) both lines were offset in either the same or in opposite directions in a randomly interleaved fashion—that is, half of the trials in a block were V-AV and the other half V-PV. Each block consisted of 80 trials. All participants started with the fixation condition and ended with the jump condition. The order of the spatiotopic and retinotopic conditions was randomized. The first testing session lasted around 1.5 hours. The following sessions lasted between 1 and 1.25 hours.

Experiment 2

The fixation, spatiotopic, and retinotopic conditions were tested on six new observers, each condition on 3 consecutive days. In the fixation condition, observers completed three blocks: (1) only the central line was offset (condition V), (2) only the flanking line in frame 4 in the attended stream was offset (condition AV), and (3 and 4) both lines were offset in opposite directions (condition V-AV). The fixation condition was used to calibrate the individual offsets and to verify that the two offsets integrated in condition V-AV. After the fixation condition, participants were informed about the paradigm and told that two offsets were presented in V-AV blocks. Four variants were performed in the spatiotopic and retinotopic conditions: (1) only the central line was offset (condition V); (2) only the flanking line in frame 4 in the attended stream was offset (condition AV); (3) both lines were offset in opposite directions (condition V-AV). The fixation condition was used to calibrate the individual offsets and to verify that the two offsets integrated in condition V-AV. After the fixation condition, participants were informed about the paradigm and told that two offsets were presented in V-AV blocks. Four variants were performed in the spatiotopic and retinotopic conditions: (1) only the central line was offset (condition V), (2) only the flanking line in frame 4 in the attended stream was offset (condition AV), and (3 and 4) both lines were offset in opposite directions (condition V-AV). The fixation condition was used to calibrate the individual offsets and to verify that the two offsets integrated in condition V-AV. After the fixation condition, participants were informed about the paradigm and told that two offsets were presented in V-AV blocks. Four variants were performed in the spatiotopic and retinotopic conditions: (1) only the central line was offset (condition V), (2) only the flanking line in frame 4 in the attended stream was offset (condition AV), and (3 and 4) both lines were offset in opposite directions (condition V-AV). The fixation condition was used to calibrate the individual offsets and to verify that the two offsets integrated in condition V-AV. After the fixation condition, participants were informed about the paradigm and told that two offsets were presented in V-AV blocks. Four variants were performed in the spatiotopic and retinotopic conditions: (1) only the central line was offset (condition V), (2) only the flanking line in frame 4 in the attended stream was offset (condition AV), and (3 and 4) both lines were offset in opposite directions (condition V-AV). Each block consisted of 80 trials. The order in which observers were tested with the spatiotopic and retinotopic conditions was randomized. The first testing session lasted around 1.5 hours. The following sessions lasted between 1 and 1.25 hours.

Fixation control and online saccade detection

For the trial to start, the gaze had to stay within a circular area of radius 0.5° for a duration of 1 second. The center of this area had to not deviate by more than 0.5° from the specified fixation position. After successful fixation, the gaze signal was baseline corrected to the average gaze position measured during start fixation. Within the stimulus presentation loop, the saccade detection algorithm was run each time and at the last possible moment before the stimulus animation had to be updated, thereby minimizing the delay between detecting a saccade and seeing the according stimulus change on the screen. A saccade was detected if all of the following were true:

1. No blinks were detected. A blink was defined as a signal loss for 40 ms or longer.
2. The average gaze position for the 120-ms time window preceding the saccade did not deviate by more than 0.8 arcdeg from the average gaze position during start fixation.
3. The first saccade sample deviated more than 1 arcdeg from the average gaze position for the preceding 120-ms time window.
4. The direction of the saccade, as indicated by the first saccade sample, was within ±30° of the expected direction, given the displacement of the fixation dot.

Trial selection

For analysis, we kept only trials that fulfilled four requirements: (a) there were no blinks or signal loss during the trial; (b) fixation was kept on the fixation point (±0.5°); (c) after a saccade, the eye correctly landed on the new fixation location and fixation was kept on the fixation point (±0.5°); and (d) the saccade was performed during two ISIs: either between 90 and 140 ms stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) or between 160 and 210 ms SOA (in the saccade conditions). The third requirement implies that we kept only trials in which: (1) the saccade was performed between the presentation of the central offset and the presentation of the flanking line offset; (2) no line was presented on the screen during the saccade; and (3) after the saccade, at least one straight line was presented before the flanking line offset. As an example, the saccade dataset of one observer is displayed in Supplementary Figure S1.

A total of 5099 trials (49.8%) were kept in Experiment 1: in the fixation condition, V (398 trials, 62.2%), AV (390 trials, 60.9%), V-AV (383 trials, 59.8%), and V-PV (390 trials, 60.9%), AV (390 trials, 60.9%), V-AV (383 trials, 59.8%), and V-PV (390 trials, 60.9%).
Holm-corrected, two-sided, one-sample t-tests. If the integration is mandatory, then observers should be able to report the individual offsets. Thus, dominance in V-AV R[V] and V-AV R[AV] should be at the same level as in V and AV, respectively. We therefore compared V-AV R[V] with V and V-AV R[AV] with AV using two-sided paired t-tests, Holm corrected for four comparisons.

**Results**

We tested how feature integration in the sequential metacontrast occurs across saccades. The central line was followed by 12 pairs of flanking lines. Observers attended to one of the streams. The central line and/or the fourth flanking line in the attended stream (280 ms after the presentation of the central line) were offset; that is, the lower segment was offset either to the right or to the left with respect to the upper segment (vernier offset). Four configurations were presented (Figure 1): (1) vernier (V), where only the central line was offset; (2) anti-vernier (AV), where only the fourth flanking line was offset; (3) vernier–anti-vernier (V-AV), where the central line and the fourth flanking line were offset in opposite directions; and (4) vernier–pro-vernier (V-PV), where the central line and the fourth flanking line were offset in the same direction. A red fixation point was presented throughout the trial.

We tested four conditions (Figure 2): fixation, spatiotopic, retinotopic, and jump. Performance was quantified in terms of dominance i.e., the percentage of observers’ responses in accordance with the central vernier offset (Figure 3a). A dominance level above 50% means that the central vernier dominated performance, a dominance level below 50% indicates that the flanking line vernier dominated performance, and a dominance level around 50% indicates that none of the offsets was dominant.

Before each experiment, we calibrated each offset individually and for each participant to yield around 75% to 80% dominance (see Methods). Because performance was quantified in accordance with the central vernier offset, when 80% of the responses were in accordance with the flanking vernier offset direction dominance was 20%. The offsets were calibrated to yield 75% to 80% dominance to (1) provide the same contribution individually, (2) achieve comparable performance across observers, and (3) allow detection of the effect of an additional offset. Indeed, when both offsets were presented in opposite directions with the respective offset sizes, they canceled each other, and dominance was around 50% (Otto et al., 2006) (Figure 3a). When the offsets were in the same direction, dominance was above the 75% to 80% dominance threshold. The offset sizes were determined in the fixation condition and were kept the same throughout the other conditions.
Figure 3. Experiment 1. (a) Dominance level as a function of the different configurations of the SQM for the fixation (black), spatiotopic (dark gray), retinotopic (dark gray/gray dashed), and jump (light gray) conditions. A dominance level above 50% (blue part of the plot) indicates that the central vernier dominated performance; a dominance level below 50% (red part of the plot) indicates that the anti-vernier dominated performance. Offset sizes were calibrated in the fixation condition to yield 75% to 80% dominance when only one line was offset (V or AV). The dominance level in the AV condition was 19.4%; that is, it was 80.6% correct in accordance with the flanking line offset. In the fixation condition V-AV, the dominance level was around 50%; that is, the offsets canceled each other. When the offsets were in the same direction (V-VP), the dominance level was around 90%; hence, the offsets integrated. The same pattern was observed in the spatiotopic and retinotopic conditions. In the jump condition, dominance in the V-AV configuration was around 80%, indicating that the central offset dominated performance.

Features integrate across saccades

In the fixation condition, observers looked at the fixation point located 1° above the center of the screen during the entire trial, while the SQM was displayed in the center of the screen. This condition is similar to the standard SQM. The dominance level in the V-AV condition was around 50%, indicating that the offsets integrated in this condition: for V-AV versus V, \( t(7) = 9.6, p_{\text{Holm}} = 0.0023, \) Cohen’s \( d = 3.4, \) and 95% confidence interval (CI), \(-5.23 \) to \(-1.51; \) for V-AV versus 50%, \( t(7) = 0.95, p_{\text{Holm}} = 1.0, \) Cohen’s \( d = 0.34, \) and 95% CI, \(-0.39 \) to 1.04 (Figure 3a).

In the spatiotopic and retinotopic conditions, observers performed a 2° downward saccade between the central offset and the flanking line offset. In the spatiotopic condition, the SQM was displayed in the center of the screen during the entire trial, whereas, in the retinotopic condition, the streams were displayed 1° below the fixation point after the saccade, making this condition retinotopically similar to the fixation condition. We found that the two offsets integrated in both the spatiotopic condition—V-AV versus V: \( t(7) = 8.04, p_{\text{Holm}} = 0.00062, \) Cohen’s \( d = 2.84, \) and 95% CI, \(-4.44 \) to \(-1.22; \) V-AV versus 50%: \( t(7) = 0.63, p_{\text{Holm}} = 1, \) Cohen’s \( d = 0.22, \) and 95% CI, \(-0.92 \) to 0.49.

In the jump condition, observers fixated on the fixation point during the entire trial. The streams were initially displayed in the center of the screen and then reappeared 1° above the center. The jump occurred between the presentation of the central line offset and the flanking line offset. We found no integration in the jump condition: V-AV versus V: \( t(7) = 0.21, p_{\text{Holm}} = 1, \) Cohen’s \( d = 0.074, \) and 95% CI, \(-0.77 \) to 0.622; V-AV versus 50%: \( t(7) = 6.3, p_{\text{Holm}} = 0.0024, \) Cohen’s \( d = 2.23, \) and 95% CI, 0.88 to 3.54. Dominance was driven almost exclusively by the central vernier offset.

These results suggest that feature integration in the SQM occurs in both spatiotopic and retinotopic coordinates. To visualize all of the conditions in one graph, we plotted the mutual contributions of both verniers against each other in \( z \)-score space (Figure 3b).
Integration is mandatory when object identity is preserved

In the jump condition of Experiment 1, we found, as expected, no integration; however, we found integration in both the spatiotopic and retinotopic conditions. We performed Experiment 2 to test whether integration is mandatory in these conditions (i.e., whether observers are able to report the individual offsets in the condition V-AV). For these reasons, we did not include the V-PV configuration or the jump condition.

First, six new observers were presented with the fixation condition to verify the integration of the two offsets (V: mean \(= 79.7\), SEM = 2.12; AV: mean = 23.9, SEM = 1.92; V-AV: mean = 52.4, SEM = 3.29). Then, observers were informed about the paradigm and told that two offsets were present in condition V-AV. Participants were instructed to report, blockwise, either the central vernier offset (R[V]) or the flanking line offset (R[AV]) direction in the spatiotopic and retinotopic conditions. If the integration of the two offsets is mandatory, observers should not be able to report the individual elements, and the dominance level should be around 50%. In contrast, if the integration is not mandatory, then observers should be able to report the individual offsets. Thus, the dominance in V-AV R[V] and V-AV R[AV] should be at the same level as in V and AV, respectively.

Integration is mandatory in the spatiotopic condition; for two-sided, Holm-corrected, paired \(t\)-tests, V versus (V-AV R[V]): \(t(5) = 5.73, p_{\text{Holm}} = 0.008\), Cohen’s \(d = 2.34\), and 95% CI, 0.71 to 3.94; AV versus (V-AV R[AV]): \(t(5) = 3.7, p_{\text{Holm}} = 0.042\), Cohen’s \(d = 1.51\), and 95% CI, –2.7 to –0.27 (Figure 4). In the retinotopic condition, observers were able to report the individual offsets as dominances in the V-AV conditions were similar to the V and AV conditions; for two-sided, Holm-corrected, paired \(t\)-tests, V versus (V-AV R[V]): \(t(5) = 0.37, p_{\text{Holm}} = 1.0\), Cohen’s \(d = 0.15\), and 95% CI, –0.95 to 0.66; AV versus (V-AV R[AV]): \(t(5) = 0.36, p_{\text{Holm}} = 1.0\), Cohen’s \(d = 0.15\), and 95% CI, –0.95 to 0.67 (Figure 4).

Discussion

Here, we tested feature integration in the SQM across saccades. The trajectory of the SQM could be smooth on the screen or make an abrupt jump, and the conditions could or could not contain a saccade. Our results show that features integrate across saccades when object identity is preserved in external (i.e., spatiotopic) coordinates.

In the fixation condition, there was a smooth apparent-motion trajectory both on the screen and
on the retina. In line with previous results (Otto et al., 2006), offsets integrated. In the jump condition, there was no smooth trajectory on the screen nor on the retina. The pre-saccadic part of the streams was below the fixation dot, the post-saccadic part above fixation. There was no integration. Observers could easily report the central vernier offset. Interestingly, in the spatiotopic condition, motion was smooth on the screen (as in the fixation condition) but disrupted on the retina as in the jump condition. Despite this disruptive translation, not only did integration occur but it was also mandatory. In the retinotopic condition, the trajectory was not smooth on the screen (as in the jump condition) but was smooth on the retina (as in the fixation condition). Integration was optional. Observers were able to report each offset independently when instructed; however, the offsets integrated when individual reporting of offsets was not instructed.

Trans-saccadic integration is usually explained by remapping of receptive fields (Duhamel, Colby, & Goldberg, 1992) or of attentional pointers (Cavanagh, Hunt, Afraz, & Rolfs, 2010), where information from the pre-saccadic location is mapped onto the corresponding post-saccadic location. The basic idea is that, based on an efference copy, neurons respond to the post-saccadic location already before the saccade is executed and maintain the selectivity to that location until after the saccade, effectively bridging two consecutive fixations. In our experiments, not only the eyes but also the stimulus were in movement. Hence, integration did not depend solely on a correction of a static map operated by an efference copy, but stimulus motion needs to be taken into account. When there were multiple stimuli, these stimuli need to be grouped in both space and time. Accordingly, simple integration by corresponding locations across saccades cannot explain our results because whether or not the offsets integrate depends on the spatiotemporal configuration of the SQM.

Our findings are consistent with object-based remapping theories. For example, Deubel et al. (1996) found that introducing a post-saccadic blank cancels the insensitivity to trans-saccadic displacement (Bridgeman & Mayer, 1983). This finding shows that the pre-saccadic location is available after the saccade. It has been suggested that the blank breaks the object correspondence. Two objects are then represented and compared; thus, the displacement becomes noticeable (Deubel et al., 1996; Tas et al., 2012). Tas et al. (2012) found similar results when changing the contrast or the identity of the post-saccadic stimulus. Although these results show that the pre-saccadic stimulus information (location and features) is retained, Tas et al. (2012) interpreted these results within an object updating theory (Enns, Lleras, & Moore, 2010). In this theory, when object correspondence is established, the pre-saccadic object is overwritten and replaced by the post-saccadic object. We, in contrast, propose that features are not overwritten but are integrated across saccades when object correspondence is established. Importantly, the integration is mandatory.

The mechanisms responsible for maintaining object identity across saccades might be a more general mechanism that maintains object identity across any visual disruption. Indeed, it has been shown that masking in the absence of eye movements produces qualitatively similar effects as saccades in terms of spatial and temporal compression as well as suppression of displacement (Zimmermann, Born, Fink, & Cavanagh, 2014).

Object identity also determines feature integration in paradigms without eye movements such as the classical SQM and the Ternus–Pikler display (Boi, Ö˘gmen, Krummenacher, Otto, & Herzog, 2009; Ö˘gmen, Otto, & Herzog, 2006). We proposed a two-stage model in which the first stage consists of Gestalt figure–ground segregation and grouping (Ö˘gmen & Herzog, 2010). These processes establish a reference frame for each group. These reference frames determine object identities and are used to attribute features to stimuli and integrate them according to group (object) identities. Hence, mandatory integration across the motion trajectory in the SQM without eye movements may reflect a default operation of the human brain to obtain good estimates of features of moving objects. However, it is important to integrate only features of the same object and not mingle features of different objects. We propose that, for this reason, integration occurs only within a motion stream (Otto et al., 2006). Thus, features integrate non-retinotopically according to object identity with or without eye movements.

We found optional integration in the retinotopic condition. Analysis of reference frames for the perception of motion indicates that the visual system uses an amalgamation of different reference frames, both retinotopic and non-retinotopic, instead of a single reference frame that emerges as a “winner-take-all” (Agaoğlu, Herzog, & Ö˘gmen, 2015). We previously found that, although the majority of integration takes place according to a non-retinotopic motion-based reference frame, there is still some residual retinotopic integration (Aga oglu, Herzog, & Ö˘gmen, 2012; Lauffs, Choug, Ö˘gmen, & Herzog, 2018). Fabius et al. (2016), for example, also found that motion information can be stored both in a retinotopic and in a spatiotopic reference frame. Moreover, reference frames depend on the identity and strength of perceptual groups that generate them. For example, in the retinotopic condition, observers may group the fixation point with the SQM streams. Hence, the pre- and post-saccadic stimuli are grouped together via the fixation point, explaining why integration takes place in the retinotopic
condition. However, because the pre- and post-saccadic parts of the stimuli are not smoothly connected in space–time, they can be viewed as two event segments within the spatiotemporal group. In this case, integration is possible (because both offsets belong to the common overarching group) but optional (due to the fact that offsets belong to two different segments of the same overall group).

Traditionally, the effect of remapping has been documented with large saccades (typically 10°) (e.g., Fracasso et al., 2010; Melcher & Morrone, 2003) and simple, well-isolated stimuli which do not tax much of the spatial resolution of the remapping system. Previous estimates of the trans-saccadic receptive field have suggested that the remapping system may be quite coarse (Cicchini, Binda, Burr, & Morrone, 2012). In our paradigm, to keep stimuli parafoveal, we employed rather small saccades for which still integration occurred; thus, our findings indicate that the system for trans-saccadic integration has a finer spatial selectivity than previously thought.

To conclude, our results show that features integrate mandatorily even if they are not in proximity on the retina because of a saccade. This shows that the brain actively combines the pre- and post-saccadic information to obtain object identity.
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